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Abstract

Lately, the technology has been developed quickly causing the appearance of
smart software products in many domains such as agriculture which are designed
to ease people’s work. Due to bad weather phenomena and growing demand
for agricultural products, have started to appear a lot of greenhouses, where
there is a strict control around each parameter, by sensors, contributing to
the increase of the production. This paper presents a smart platform which
helps farmers to e�cient manage their greenhouses and to interact with other
farmers. We present the software architecture and each implemented service.
We describe the general implementation details and then we present the data
gathering algorithm. This algorithm is one of the most important features of
the platform because it deals with sending notifications to users in case of a
problem in greenhouses. It also o↵ers data for processing to other services like
the statistics service. Performance tests show the necessary time for gathering
a large amount of data and for their processing. In addition, we will analyze
the time needed to send notifications to users.

Keywords: Distributed Systems, Internet of Things, Internet of Data, Smart
Farming.

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, technology has started to make its presence felt in more and more2

domains, helping them through smart software solutions [1] that are designed3

to ease the people’s work, to increase production in some cases, even to decrease4

the consumption of resources [2], [3], [4]. A concrete case is represented by the5

intelligent houses which have systems that automatically manage the resource6
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consumption like the light, the heat, the air conditioning, the purpose being to7

decrease the resource consumption and the environmental impact [5].8

In addition, the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) picks up more sense9

being influenced by the multitude of intelligent devices that communicate with10

each other through the Internet [6], [7], [8], [9]. It is also used in the cultural11

heritage protection oriented networks for the environment monitoring and se-12

curity enhancement issues [10], [11]. Agriculture appeared until beginning of13

the world, the main purpose of this domain being the feeding of the popula-14

tion [12]. The intensifying of weather phenomena, and the growing demand for15

agricultural products has led to broadening the idea of a greenhouse. The green-16

house is a complex system where the plants are being grown into a monitored17

medium by moisture sensors, temperature sensors and light intensity sensors18

which can determine the automatic realization of certain actions to increase19

production [13], [14].20

All these sensors and smart appliances can provide a large amount of data21

and the big challenge is to analyze this data to provide useful information about22

the current state of the farm [15]. Moreover, this data can be used to create23

statistics that may be useful to increase production in future [16]. So, this led us24

to the concept of Internet of Data which is a network composed by data entities25

coming from the IoT. It may also refers to exploiting location-based services26

and technologies to provide smart data services and applications [17], [18]. The27

focus is to gain insight [19] about the e�ciency of management operations [20],28

about the supply chain and the interactions with other players in the field [21].29

In this paper we propose an integrated platform for e�cient management of30

smart farms which aims to gather this large amount of data to notify farmers31

if a problem occurs and to provide useful information like statistics, tendencies32

and correlations. In addition, the platform has a social networking area where33

farmers can interact.34

The main contributions of this paper are the following: smart platform which35

helps farmers to e�cient manage their greenhouses and to interact with other36

farmers; a software architecture and description of each implemented service and37

the general implementation; a data gathering algorithm and performance test38

of the proposed platform. The proposed platform is based on data analytics,39

Cloud computing, management of data models and services.40

The integrated platform should o↵er a wide range of services that help farm-41

ers to improve production in greenhouses and also to share knowledge with other42

farmers. To fulfill these two conditions in a single platform is really challeng-43

ing because farmers must not be confused about how the application works.44

Besides complex functions that must provide for processing data received from45

sensors, the application should be intuitive and easy to use by any person. The46

challenging features of this platform are:47

• Farm registration is an intuitive and simple task.It is the main function-48

ality to help farmer to e�cient manage their greenhouses. Afterwards,49

gathering data from sensors must be done in a transparent manner to the50

user, the important thing for him being the result of the data processing;51
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• Implementation of the notification system is very challenging because users52

must be warned in no time on the occurrence of a problem through sug-53

gestive messages or by email;54

• Statistics, tendencies and correlations have to o↵er consistent data with55

witch farmers can take decisions to increase production in future;56

• Social media services should be easy to use and provide high flexibility in57

communication and e�cient exchange of impressions and knowledge.58

The objective of this paper is to develop a smart platform, which can be able59

to help all the farmers by giving them the possibility of managing their farms60

in an e�cient way. In the same time, this platform has a social networking61

area, where all the users can communicate and can change opinions about the62

harvests. This part is as important as the first one, because we know that the63

experienced advices of these farmers can help the other ones and can grow up64

their production. The objectives can be divided like this:65

• Internal notification service - proposes to help all the users to send66

messages in a faster and easier way through the platform. When a user67

receives a new message, he must be informed no matter where he is placed68

in the application, because in this way he is able to see and to answer as69

fast as he can. In the same time, the internal notification service proposes70

to inform the user if there is a problem within the farms so he can be71

able to resolve it immediately. In addition, this service sends informative72

alerts, which are generated by other platform’s services;73

• Groups service - create groups which are formed by users with mutual74

interests. A group can contain, for example, all the farmers from a certain75

area, or the farmers which are interested in a certain type of a harvest like76

tomatoes, or cucumbers. In order to add value to platform, this service77

must o↵er some facilities within the other services, like the forum, or the78

internal notification service;79

• Store service - all the users are able to post rent, sale or purchase ad-80

vertisements within all types of useful tools, or products which are being81

used in their greenhouses. All these must be seen by all the users and if82

someone is interested, he will be able to contact the seller by using the83

internal messages, or the internet;84

• Forum service - provide a section where users can discuss on di↵erent85

topics of mutual interest. Users will be able to add new posts or subcate-86

gories and to comment on existing posts, the main purpose being to help87

people to interact on topics related to production, how to improve the88

management of their farms, best practices for increasing production and89

others;90

• Tendencies and correlations service - users will be able to access91

important data, which will be easy to follow and easy to understand.92
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This service exposes the current situation of the greenhouses and it will93

be made a parallel between the previous and the current situation. So,94

the user must see the growth and the decrease factor of all the parameters95

within the last hours, days and months. The correlations must o↵er a clear96

and a new perspective within the dependency between two parameters.97

This paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2 we present some so-98

lutions which can o↵er us support for the management of the farms or which99

facilitates the way of communication between all the farmers. Section 3 presents100

the software architecture of the intelligent platform and the used technologies.101

In Section 4 we describe the platform in a general way and then we describe each102

implemented service, too. In addition, we present the structure of the database103

and we detail the tables that we used for the services. Section 5 presents some104

general implemented details, which are being used within all the services and105

in some particularities cases too. In addition, we describe the gathering mech-106

anism of the local farms data and the way in which is processed and saved in107

the application database. In the Section 6 we analyze the performances of some108

services. Firstly, we notice the length of the time which is necessary for the109

processing of data received and we analyze how this length of time varies de-110

pending on the number of measurements and sensors which are associated to the111

farm. We also analyze the time lengths which are necessary for the calculation112

of tendencies and we notice how this can a↵ect the loading time of the farm’s113

page. Finally, in Section 7, we present the conclusions and future work.114

2. Background and related work115

2.1. Related work116

FarmLogs [22] is a platform which o↵ers support for managing multiple117

farms through many services. Firstly, the application allows users to add fields118

associated with their farms by identifying them on the map. Automatically is119

being calculated the size of the field and are taken the geographical coordinates.120

These are used to get weather information from external weather services. In121

addition, the application automatically identifies the soil type of the field. After122

the field was added, the application o↵ers to user the possibility to add many123

activities related to its fields like irrigating, tilling, planting, spraying, harvesting124

and fertilizing. The platform o↵ers detailed info forecast for the next days.125

FarmLogs o↵ers a support for administrating the budget of the farm and o↵ers126

approximate parameters about the profit which can be realized by the harvest.127

In addition, users can add notes for each field, can log storage centers with128

their capacity and equipment used in farms. Paid services give to users details129

about the level of nitrogen, crop health monitoring, automatic activity record130

and guidance on increasing the e�ciency of the field.131

British farming forum [23] is a specialized forum platform which o↵ers to132

users the possibility to discuss around themes from the domain of agriculture.133

The forum structure consists in a main category, which contains subcategories134

as: Agricultural matters, cropping, machinery and others. It also has an extra135
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category which contains subcategories as: Buildings and Infrastructure, Com-136

puter Issues. At the same time, the application o↵ers some external links to137

another forums which are being specialized in agriculture.138

Farm Time [24] is an American platform which o↵er social networking ser-139

vices in the agricultural context. This application has a basic forum service140

which o↵ers to users the possibility to discuss around agricultural themes. An-141

other function is represented by a section of blog where are being published142

interesting articles for farmers. Farm Time o↵ers a groups section, in which143

users can join depending on the area of interest. Farm Events gives to users the144

possibility to find out what events related to agriculture will occur in the future.145

Finally, in Farm Media zone, users can add photos or videos about their farms.146

The authors of [25] present a farm connected through IoT systems with147

the goal to provide a farming system for end users. The paper presents the148

design and implementation for connected farms and the advantages of using such149

systems. Furthermore, service scenarios that compare smart interconnected150

farms to previous smart farms are presented.151

In [26] the authors present a novel approach to solve the problem of pest152

infestation in crops through monitoring and video processing, using technologies153

such as cloud computing and robotics. Are presented methodologies to detect154

pests in the tomato and how Internet of Things paradigm can be conceptualized155

in solving the problem of cultures infestation.156

2.2. System architecture157

The platform for e�cient management of smart farms is made of two com-158

pletely separated applications: the frontend and the backend one. The con-159

nection is made through the Representational State Transfer (REST) services,160

which are exposed by the backend application. There are used web sockets for161

processing the data in real time. The web socket represent a protocol, which162

o↵ers us a full-duplex communication over a TCP connection. If we use it in163

the frontend application, it won’t be necessary to poll the server to see if there164

are new data.165

The backend application communicates with external weather services to166

gather weather forecast. The connection is realized through REST services and167

all the data are received in JSON format. This application also communicates168

with an email server for sending emails to users. The connection is made up169

using the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Beside MySQL local database,170

the backend application can access the farms’ databases. This is happening171

periodically through jobs.172

2.2.1. Backend architecture173

The backend application is implemented in Java language by using the Spring174

framework. Spring framework represents a large platform. It is intended to sim-175

plify the writing of Java applications. It is mainly used for the Java Enterprise176

Edition (Java EE) platform, but it can be used in any other application based177
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on Java language. The Spring MVC framework is based on the Model-View-178

Controller (MVC) model and it has started from Spring framework. The Model-179

View-Controller is an architectural model, which is highly used in the software180

engineering. Its purpose is to isolate the functionality components (controllers)181

from the model and the view ones.182

For keeping the security we used Spring Security framework, which o↵ers183

a special support for session-based authentication and authorization. We used184

Spring Social module for signing in using external authentication services. This185

is an extension which makes the connection with external services like Facebook186

or Google through the exposed APIs. For mapping the database’s tables, we187

used Hibernate, which is a JPA implementation. We used Spring Data JPA for188

having a view within the database. This framework is bringing built-in methods189

for writing, reading, updating and deleting. It allows to create custom queries190

by using a resembling SQL language, named Java Persistence Query Language.191

We used the Spring framework because it can o↵er a various range of mod-192

ules, which can make easier the programmer’s job (Spring Security, Spring Social193

and others). Another reason is that it o↵ers a lot of reusable implemented com-194

ponents and modularity, too. We used MySQL for the database because is one195

of the most popular databases and it is very easy to use it. It can also o↵er a196

various documentation if a problem occurs. We chose Liquibase for adding de-197

fault data and for changing the database. Its purpose is to manage and update198

the changing databases scripts. After a database script runs, an informational199

entry is saved into a Liquibase table, which contains a MD5 codification of the200

script. If the script is adjusted, it will have a di↵erent MD5 and it will generate201

an error. Gradle is a system which is used to build the application. It helps202

us to open the application, it can pack the application as jar or war and it can203

generate the application’s documentation. For establishing the order in which204

every task run, Gradle uses directed acyclic graphs (DAG).205

2.2.2. Frontend architecture206

The frontend application is implemented with AngularJS framework. This207

is a JavaScript framework, which can o↵er us a lot of facilities for developing208

dynamic web sites. For the markup and style part we used the newest Hyper209

Text Markup Language (HTML5) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS3) versions.210

In addition, we used the Bootstrap 3, which is an HTML and CSS framework.211

It can o↵er us support for creating responsive applications, with a good look on212

all devices.213

As we can notice in Figure 1, the frontend application has a mechanism for214

routing which o↵ers to users the possibility to access all sections. The “Two-way215

data binding” mechanism is used to synchronize data between the model and216

the view. That’s why is not necessary to reload the page for data’s updating.217

This approach is called “Single-page application”. This model provides a fluid218

user experience and all necessary files like HTML, JS, CSS are loaded on the219

first access. We used the angular translate module for the internationalization.220

The module deals with labels replacing from the HTML view with a translated221
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version from specific JSON files. To facilitate the application development we222

used the following tools:223

• Bower - it facilitates the installation of JavaScript libraries and AngularJs224

modules;225

• JsHint - it can find the JavaScript errors;226

• LiveReload - it can allow the reloading of the page in real time, when a227

HTML, JS or CSS file have been modified;228

• Grunt - it includes all of the above.229

Figure 1: Front End Architecture.

3. Platform description and services specifications230

The management platform of the smart farms gives us a large number of use-231

ful services which can help the farmers to notice how the parameters evolves in232

their farms. They can also receive notifications if there are some problems, they233

can communicate with other farmers within changing some useful information234

and they can sell or rent some agricultural products.235

The guests of this platform must create an account or they can authenticate236

through an external service like Facebook or Google. The main page of the237

platform contains only items of information about contacts, features o↵ered by238

the platform and a map with all the farms registered in the platform. The map239

can be annotated with informations based on satellite image processing [27, 28,240

29]. After login, we have access to each service from the menu which can be241

found in the left part of the page. In this section, we are going to describe every242

implemented service from the platform and the structure of the database, too.243
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3.1. Internal notifications service244

Internal notifications represent the service that allows direct interaction be-245

tween users within the platform. The first feature provides a mailbox system246

through which users can send and receive messages inside the platform. It can247

be compared with an email client o↵ering basic functionalities.248

In addition, another feature of this service is to notify the user in case of249

an internal event. In the context of the platform this feature is very impor-250

tant because it provides useful alerts when problems are identified in the data251

collected from farms. Furthermore, this feature is used by other services of the252

application to send informative notifications to users. An important goal for the253

service is to provide an interface through which any external service can easily254

send notifications without requiring additional implementations.255

Figure 2: Internal Notification Workflow.

As we said, Internal Notification Service (Figure 2) is a public service which256

consists of two di↵erent features, internal message system and internal notifica-257

tion system. The main di↵erence between the two features is that messages are258

sent by users while notifications are generated by events from other services.259

Messages section consists of an inbox, outbox and a message create page. If260

a user wants to send a new message he should fill in a form. After pressing the261
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submit button a new message will appear in receiver’s inbox. Messages have a262

status attribute with two possible values, read and unread. Unread messages263

count will be displayed on each page, in the header section so users can easily264

access inbox when a new message arrives.265

Internal notifications appear only in the page header as a list containing all266

unread notifications. The user can click on notifications and he will be redirected267

to a suggestive page in the application.268

In message system, input is represented by the following fields:269

• Receiver: username or group name;270

• Title: message title;271

• Message: message text.272

The data is sent to the server in JSON format. Output is represented by273

server response and it is also in JSON format. In notification system, other274

services should provide the same data structure consisting of user id, notifica-275

tion message and a URL where the user will be redirected after pressing the276

notification. This structure helps service to create and send notifications to the277

user. Otherwise, an exception will be thrown and the programmer must identify278

and fix the problem.279

There are three external services that integrate with notification system.280

Forum Service uses this system to notify a user when he receives a comment281

on a post. For doing this, every time a user comments on a post, notification282

system will receive a request and will send a notification to the post author.283

Groups Service uses this system to notify a group administrator when someone284

joins the group. Also, a user will be notified when he is invited to join a group.285

Store Service uses this service to put user in touch with an advertisement286

author. On view advertisement page, there is a button that redirects the user287

to the create message page with the receiver field already filled. In addition, the288

algorithm that deals with gathering data from farms will use the notification289

system to send an alert to the user if a problem occurs.290

In message system, critical cases can occur when data validations fail. User291

input should pass the following validations:292

• Receiver: required field and valid username or group;293

• Title: required field;294

• Message: required field and should have more than 5 characters.295

Validations are done both on client and server-side. If they are not met,296

users can not send the message and an error will be displayed. In notification297

system, critical cases can occur if other services do not respect data structure.298

In this case, notification system will log the received data to be verified by an299

administrator. Another problem can occur if user id from data structure does300

not exist in database. In this case, the notification cannot be added.301
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3.2. Forum service302

Forum is a public service where users can interact on various topics, the main303

purpose being to help each other. This service is not as complex as dedicated304

applications because it is designed to provide minimum required support to305

users (Figure 3).306

Figure 3: Forum Workflow.

Forum contains categories, subcategories, posts and comments. Categories307

are read-only, only administrators can add or edit them. Subcategories, posts308

and comments can be added by any user. Only the owner can edit his post or309

comment. If a user wants to add or edit a subcategory, a post or a comment, he310

must fill and submit a form with specific fields. Subcategories cannot be edited,311

only administrators can do this. Each subcategory has its own page. This312

page contains all posts in subcategory ordered by creation date. Comments are313

displayed below each post ordered by creation date, too. When a user comments314

on a post, the post owner will be notified through another service.315

When a user wants to add, or edit a subcategory, a post or a comment he316

must fill in:317

• Subcategory: title318

• Post or comment: title, description Data is sent to the server in JSON319

format. The server processes the data and then sends a success or a320

failure message to the user. In case of success, the data is stored in the321

database.322

Output is represented by categories and subcategories on the main page and323

by posts and comments on subcategory page. Output data is also in JSON324

format.325
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As we have mentioned earlier, an external service will notify the post owner326

when another user comments on it. This service is another public service of327

this platform called Notification Service. In our case, it will be triggered by328

comment submit button and it sends an email or an internal notification to the329

post owner. Users can choose between email and internal notification in account330

settings. Groups service also integrates with the forum service. It automatically331

creates a forum category when a new group is added. Only group members can332

add subcategories, posts and comments in this category.333

When adding or editing subcategories, posts and comments, critical cases334

can occur if the following validations fail:335

• subcategory title - required field;336

• post and comment title - required field;337

• post and comment description - required field, more than 5 characters.338

Validations are done both on client and on server-side. If client-side valida-339

tion fails, the user can not submit the form and a message will be displayed.340

In addition, a critical case will occur if users are trying to create a subcategory341

with a name existing in the current category. This case is treated to avoid342

adding redundant subcategories Another critical case can occur when a user is343

trying to use insults in posts or comments. In this case, after submitting a post344

or a comment, an algorithm will parse the text and will determine if it contains345

insults or not. If the algorithm detects something, the post or the comment will346

not be saved and a message will be displayed. The algorithm will detect only347

obvious cases. For all others, there will be forum administrators.348

3.3. Groups service349

Groups service is a public service that allows users to create groups to com-350

municate more easily and to encourage mutual help on di↵erent areas of interest.351

Groups are entities that are designed to bring users with common interests in352

one place. The functionality of this service is not so useful but other services353

of the application are responsible to provide some features, the main purpose354

being to facilitate the communication between group members (Figure 4).355

If a user wants to add a new group, he must fill in a form and after validations356

the group will be saved. After it has been successfully added, the user can access357

its page and can manually invite other users to join the group. The user who358

added the group is the only one who can edit it. He can also delete other users359

from group. A user can join any group without requiring administrator approval360

and any member of a group can invite other users to join. The user can leave the361

group at any time and from that moment he will not be included in any event362

of an external service that involves the group. Each group has its own page363

where all users can see its members and description. Furthermore, users can364

send internal messages to all group members. The service will automatically365

append the group name to the title of the message to inform users that the366

message was sent to all group members.367
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Figure 4: Groups Workflow.

When adding, or editing a group, input is represented by the following at-368

tributes:369

• Name: a short text that describes the group;370

• Description: group’s description that will appear on its page.371

When adding a user to a group, the input is represented by user’s id. The372

data is sent to the server in JSON format. Server response is also in JSON373

format and represents a success or a failure message. Description’s input field374

is a “What You See Is What You Get” (WYSIWYG) editor which allows users375

to format the input text and to insert images, videos and links.376

Groups Service is integrated with Forum Service and Internal Notification377

Service. Forum service uses this service to dynamically create new forum cate-378

gory when a group is added. This category can only be seen by users enrolled379

in group. Basically, this category represents a private forum section for users380

in group. Internal Notification Service uses this service to send notifications381

to a group, not individually, if necessary. It also allows users to send internal382

messages to all members of a group fast and easy.383

There are three critical cases that can occur when working with groups. The384

first one represents data validation when adding or editing a group. All fields385

are required and each one has some validations:386

• Name: should be unique and should have more than 5 characters;387
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• Description: should have more than 20 characters to be a relevant descrip-388

tion.389

For this scenario, validations are done both on client and server-side. If390

client-side validation fails, the user can not submit the form and a message will391

be displayed under invalid fields. Another critical case can occur when a user is392

trying to invite other users to join a group. For any reason, the user that he is393

trying to invite may not exist. The third critical case can occur when a user is394

trying to join a group that does not exists. In these two cases, validations are395

done on the server-side. Even if the search field have an auto-complete function,396

the user can submit the form at any time and the server should verify if user or397

group exists in database. If it does not exist an error message will be displayed.398

3.4. Store Service399

Store service is a public service that allows users to create advertisements.400

This service comes to help users to rent, sell or buy products needed in farms.401

It provides a basic implementation for an online store, without dealing with402

products’ stock for example, the main reason being to encourage users to discuss403

details in private, by email or through internal messaging system (Figure 5).404

Figure 5: Store Workflow.

In store service, there are three types of advertisements, sale, rental and405

buy advertisements. Store section consists of a page for each category of ad-406

vertisement and a page with all advertisements added by current user. Each407

page contains advertisements published by users sorted by creation date. If a408

user wants to add a new advertisement he should fill in a form. Store Service409

does not manage the communication between users that are interested to trade.410

It simply passes responsibility to Notifications Service. There is a button on411
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advertisement page where users can contact the owner through email or internal412

message.413

Input is represented by following fields when users are trying to add a new414

advertisement:415

• Ad type: advertisement type (rental, sale or buy);416

• Title: advertisement title;417

• Product name: the product to be rented or sold;418

• Price: rental or sale price;419

• Description: product description and other details.420

Output data is represented by a success or a failure message depending on the421

validity of the input data. Output is also in JSON format.422

As we have mentioned earlier, Store Service integrates with Notifications Ser-423

vice which is responsible for communication between users interested to trade.424

Given that Notification Service is divided into internal and external notifica-425

tions, users can choose how they want to communicate. There is also the pos-426

sibility to prevent the publication of personal email in own advertisements. For427

doing this, the user should choose this in account settings and other users can428

contact him only through internal messages.429

Critical cases can occur when input data does not meet the following re-430

quirements:431

• Ad type: should be rental or sale;432

• Title: required field, at least 3 characters;433

• Product name: required field, at least 3 characters;434

• Price: optional field, decimal value;435

• Description: required field, at least 5 characters.436

Validations are done both on client and server-side. If one of these validations437

fails, the user can not create new advertisement and error messages will be438

displayed under invalid fields.439

3.5. Tendencies and correlations service440

Tendencies and correlations service is a private service that provides use-441

ful information obtained through additional processing of data calculated by442

statistics service (Figure 6).443

Tendencies and correlations are displayed in the view farm page on two444

separate tabs. Data provided by the two features are calculated when accessing445

the page because the values can change very quickly depending on data received446

from sensors. Tendencies tab contains a table that displays the increase or447
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Figure 6: Tendencies and correnlations workflow.

decrease percent of recently received data from sensors compared to the average448

of the last three values provided by the statistics service. The data obtained449

gives the user an overview of farm current state compared to the data obtained450

in the past.451

Correlations tab contains a form where the user must choose two param-452

eters and time frame for who wants to calculate the correlation factor. After453

submitting, the Pearson’s correlation coe�cient is calculated according to the454

formula given below and displayed a graph with data from selected parameters.455

Pearson’s correlation coe�cient is a number between -1 and 1 and represent456

linear dependence of the values of the two parameters. In 1 we will consider457

first parameter values as X and second parameter values as Y.458

r =

P
(X � X̄)⇥ (Y � Ȳ )p
(X � X̄)2 ⇥ (Y � Ȳ )2

(1)

For tendencies feature input is represented by recent data collected from459

sensors and calculated data in the statistics service. The output is represented460

by tendencies calculated for each sensor. Correlations also use data provided by461

the service statistics and, in addition, the user must fill in the following fields:462

• The two parameters;463

• Time frame: current day/month/year.464

Output is represented by correlation coe�cient calculated for desired pa-465

rameters. Furthermore, a chart representing the linear dependency between the466
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two parameters will be displayed.467

Both features are integrated with statistics service. They use the data ob-468

tained by statistics service to calculate the required parameters. In both fea-469

tures, a critical case may occur if there is no data received from selected sensors.470

In this situation, a suggestive message will be displayed.471

3.6. Database structure472

The database of the platform is very extended and the main tables, which473

have the most connections with the other ones, are represented by the user474

table and by the farm table. This highlights that the users and the farms are475

the main entities of the platform. Around them revolve all the implemented476

services. Further we will describe the tables which are used by every service.477

The internal notification service is using two tables: the message and the478

notification one. These two tables have the same structure, with some small479

exceptions. Both contain fields which describe the title, the content, the type480

of the notification or the message. In the same time, both have an attribute481

which can specify if the notification or the message has been read by the user482

to whom it is addressed. The date type fields show us the certain time of their483

adding. The user id area represents a foreign key for knowing its user. It must484

be known the sender and the receiver of these messages. In addition, there is a485

reference to the same table which allow the sending of the messages in the same486

thread of discussion. All the sent messages have a connection with the initial487

one.488

The forum service is using three tables which represent the main entities of489

the service. These are the categories, the subcategories and the posts. Cate-490

gories and subcategories contain fields which signify the name, description and491

the creation time. In addition, subcategory table contain a foreign key that rep-492

resents the person who added them. It also contains a reference to the forum493

category table, which shows us from where it belongs. The forum post table494

has fields which describe the title, the content and the date type fields which495

represent the creation and edit time. To know the subcategory which includes496

posts, we added a foreign key to the subcategory table and for retaining the497

post’s author it has been added a reference to the users table. In addition,498

there is a foreign key referencing the same table which allows adding comments499

to posts. These comments are posts, too, with a set parent id.500

The groups service is using the “user group” table, where the name and501

the description can be found. This contains a reference to the user table,502

which represents its author. In addition, we created another table named503

“user group user” to realize the many-to-many connection between the group504

and user tables.505

The store service is using two tables for saving the added advertisements506

and for showing the sold, rent, or the bought products. All these advertise-507

ments contain the title, the description, the price and the type of the product.508

We can also find its picture, which is added by the user in a possible future509

implementation. Every advertisement is related to a farm by using a foreign510

key to the farm table and to a product from “store product” table.511
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For gathering the farms data are being used the following tables:512

• remote param: it describes all the parameters which can be measured in513

a farm. This contains fields where we can find the name, the description,514

the unit of measure and other specific attributes of the parameters;515

• remote sensor: it contains fields where we should find the limits of the516

measured values. In the same time, this table achieves a mapping between517

the farms and the parameters. It is made by two foreign keys referencing518

the farm table and the remote param table;519

• remote data: this table contains the received timestamps from the farms520

databases and a reference to the main farm, too;521

• remote data value: this table contains a field that represents the value522

which is measured by the sensors. It is also necessary a reference to the523

correspondent line from the remote data table and another to the sensor524

which has measured the value, from the remote sensor table.525

4. Implementation details526

For the implementation of the services presented in the previous section,527

several features are being developed on server-side and client-side to achieve528

the objectives. In this section, we present details of how services have been529

implemented in general and we describe some particular elements identified in530

implementation.531

4.1. Backend implementation details532

The necessary data for each service are being stored in the database in533

accordance with the structure presented in the fourth section. Data from each534

table are mapped into classes called entities. These classes contain all fields535

presented in tables and objects from relationships with other tables. To avoid a536

big load, additional collections are taken only in the moment when they are used,537

by the “lazy-initialization” mechanism. For retrieving data from the database,538

we used repository interfaces which, by default, provides methods of writing,539

reading, updating and deleting. For retrieving data with certain clauses, we have540

built custom queries using Java Persistence Query Language (JPQL) which is541

as like as the SQL.542

The logic of the application is implemented in services. These are singleton543

reusable components. Every entity has a service with implemented methods544

for collecting data from database, processing and sending them to the user.545

For being used, the services are introduced in the web controllers using the546

dependency injection mechanism, which is o↵ered by the Spring framework.547

The web controllers receive requests from the frontend application. They must548

also respond to them with the requested data.549

The data are sent to the client through DTO objects, not through entity ob-550

jects. The DTO objects have only the necessary attributes. It is very important551
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Table 1: Tendencies table.

Sensor
Hourly tendency

(Relative to last 3 hours)
Daily tendency

(Relative to last 3 days)
Monthly tendency

(Relative to last 3 months)
Temperature (indoor) 21,3 " 25 # 24.5 "
Temperature (outdoor) 32,3 # 33,3 # 31,3 "
Humidity (indoor) 66,3 � 64,3 � 62,3 �
Humidity (outdoor) 68 # 65 # 64 #
Wind speed 25 " 26 " 28 "

to send only the useful data to the frontend application, because their dimension552

can influence the loading time in a negative way. The mapping between entities553

and DTOs was realized using MapStruct and constructors. MapStruct is an554

external library which generates code. It simplifies the mapping between the555

entities and the DTO by creating an interface with two methods of mapping:556

entity to DTO and DTO to entity.557

As we mentioned in the previous section, the tendencies are calculated when558

the view farm page is accessed. Firstly, the last values received for all sensors559

from remote database are taken. For each identified sensor, we use only the560

last three calculated hourly, daily and monthly statistics. If there are calculated561

statistics for the respectively sensor, the arithmetic mean will be made in a562

separated hourly, daily and monthly way. The increasing or decreasing percent-563

age is calculated by using the average value and the last value received from564

the sensor as in 2, where PR represents the Percent Rate, Vpresent represents565

the last value received from the sensor and Vpast represents the average value566

calculated before.567

PR =
(Vpresent � Vpast)

Vpast
⇥ 100 (2)

If the statistics are not calculated for a certain sensor, then the algorithm568

moves on. In this case, the customer receives a suggestive message. The data569

are displayed in a table as in the Table 1 for being followed easier by the user.570

The table contains the farm’s sensors on the lines and on the columns, we can571

find the time’s reference.572

Correlations are calculated after the form consisting of the two parameters573

and the time period is submitted. The algorithm fetch the calculated statis-574

tics for the two parameters from the database. As we know, there are three575

tables where statistics are stored according to the period for which they were576

calculated. If the algorithm finds data, correlation factor is calculated using577

the formula (1) defined in the previous section. Considering that the statistics578

are created for each sensor for the same period, there will be no problems of579

inconsistency between the two datasets.580

4.2. Frontend implementation details581

For the frontend part we used the AngularJs framework and Hyper Text582

Markup Language (HTML) plus Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). For each vis-583

ible page, three important files are created in frontend. For functionality, we584
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implemented an angular controller where the data received from backend are585

being processed and then are being set on the $scope variable. That’s how586

we can use them in the template’s file. We have also implemented an angular587

configuration file, where are being defined the URL of the page’s accessing, the588

title, the used template and the permissions of the access. In this file are being589

overtaken the initial data from the server and is configured the translation mod-590

ule. In template files are being implemented the visual functionalities, by using591

the AngularJs directives. For receiving data from the server, we used Angular592

services, which have the role to send requests to the backend application. All593

requests are sent in JSON format. The server must process the request and594

provide a response in JSON format, too.595

Figure 7: View advertisement page.

As we have discussed in previous sections, in store service each advertisement596

have reference to a farm. This link is useful because it helps users to find the597

location where they can buy or rent the product. In order to avoid showing598

some geographical coordinates to the user we used Google Maps to display a599

map centered on the farm as in Figure 7 We implemented this functionality600

by using the AngularJs module called Angular Google Maps. This module601

provides a set of angular directives that automatically connect with the Google602

Maps API to simplify the programmer’s work. We used “ui-gmap-google-map”603

directive that renders the map with specific attributes like zoom value and center604

location. Inside this, we used another angular directive called “ui-gmap-maker”605

that deals with marking a point on the map according to given coordinates.606

4.3. Gathering data from farms607

As part of the platform for e�cient management of smart farms, an impor-608

tant share is represented by the gathering data from farms’ databases. This609
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data will be later processed and other services will o↵er to user relevant infor-610

mation as regard to their farms. At the same time, the user will be notified by611

the Notification Service in case that will appear an unexpected event.612

We suppose that all farms have databases with identical structure to process613

and save data on the platform database. It is very important that data are saved614

in application’s database because we need them to make statistics and another615

request to take the same data from remote databases would be ine�cient.616

The remote database must contain a table with data received from sensors617

which has the following structure: IDS (farm id), timestamp and a column618

for each parameter. At the same time, it is necessary a table of parameters619

where are specified all parameters measured by sensors from farm containing620

the following fields: name, unit of measure and other attributes. So, each farm621

will have sensors which will measure some parameters. In this table are also622

specified the normal limits between must be the measures.623

For gathering data, a job runs periodically. This job creates a workpool with624

four threads, and then, for each farm it is added a task in a queue. The threads625

process tasks in parallel until all new information of all farms are gathered. The626

threads and tasks’ creation are presented in the following code sequence. First,627

we have defined the number of threads. We chose to use four threads because it628

represents the number of cores that we have on the system. If the application629

will run on a better system, this number can be easily changed.630

public stat ic f ina l I n t eg e r NT = 4 ; //num threads631

632

public void run ( ) {633

// c r ea t e workpool634

WorkPool workPool = new WorkPool (NT) ;635

636

// ge t a l l farms from database637

List<Farm> farms = farmRepository . f i n dA l l638

( ) ;639

640

// c r ea t e j o b s641

for (Farm farm : farms ) {642

workPool . putWork (new643

GatherDataJob ( farm ,644

remoteDataRepository ,645

remoteDataValueRepository ,646

remoteSensorRepos i tory ) ) ;647

}648

649

// c r ea t e workers650

Worker [ ] workers = new Worker [NT] ;651

for ( int i = 0 ; i < NT; i++){652

workers [ i ] = new Worker ( workPool )653

;654
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}655

656

// s t a r t workers657

for ( int i = 0 ; i < NT; i++){658

workers [ i ] . s t a r t ( ) ;659

}660

// wai t workers to f i n i s h661

for ( int i = 0 ; i < NT; i++){662

try {663

workers [ i ] . j o i n ( ) ;664

} catch ( Exception e ) {665

e . pr intStackTrace ( ) ;666

}667

}668

}669

Task processing is divided on three di↵erent steps. The first step is gathering670

data from the remote database. To gather new added data, queries to the remote671

database contains the following clause: the timestamp must be bigger than last672

timestamp saved in database for the current farm. The request to the remote673

database will return an object which contains all measures made during the last674

examination. It is important that the timestamp taken from remote database675

to indicate the moment when the measures have been made. It helps for a good676

accuracy in the calculation of statistics and in sending of alerts to the user. In677

the second step, each data received is processed and if the sensor value is not678

between defined limits, an alert is sent to the user informing him about the679

measured value. In the third step, processed data are saved in the database.680

To provide flexibility, the local database has a di↵erent structure compared to681

the remote database. There is no limits related to the number of parameters.682

In the main table will be kept only the timestamp value and, in another table,683

we will be keep the values for each parameter in the main table. If there will be684

a lot of parameters, we will avoid the adding of the columns in the main table.685

This technique is inspired by the entity-attribute-value (EAV) model.686

Entity-attribute-value is a model of database construction known as “vertical687

database model”. It proposes a disposition on the vertical way of the tables with688

many columns and few values. So, each column, which represents the parameter,689

is being eliminated from the main table. All these parameters are being added,690

line by line in a table of parameters. The values for each parameter are then691

saved in a table of values which have reference to the main table and the table692

of parameters. If the parameters can have di↵erent type of value, for each type693

of data should be made a new table of values. In the parameters’ table, will be694

specified the type of the data to know the location of the values. That’s how695

the database will be designed but the processing is hardly because are necessary696

some extra joins to fetch all the values for the parameter.697

For storing the data taken from remote databases, we need only a value698

table because all sensors record float type data. The data which we add here699
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are processed only by the jobs that deals with statistics calculation and run on700

a di↵erent thread.701

5. Performance analysis702

The performance analysis is extremely useful in any application for appre-703

ciating the quality o↵ered by its services. The loading time is a representative704

factor for the web applications. It is not recommended to make intensive oper-705

ations on large sets of data after receiving a request because the response time706

can be influenced and the customer can lose his patience.707

In this section we are going to present the time needed for gathering data708

from farms and saving them in the application and we are going to analyze its709

evolution depending on various factors. In addition, we analyze the time needed710

to process the data depending on the number of notifications sent to the user.711

We are also going to analyze the required time for calculating the tendencies712

and we’ll notice if the user is going to be directly a↵ected within this time.713

5.1. Gathering data algorithm714

The algorithm of gathering the data from the farms represents a critical715

point in the application because it announces the user if there is a problem716

while the data are processed. The time which is between the measurement of a717

value and when the user receives the notification depends by a lot of factors.718

Firstly, there is a time until the gathering data’s job starts to run. This719

temporal value cannot be estimated because it is not known the time when a720

problematic measurement can appear. However, we can tell that the value is721

between 0 and the frequency at which the job is set to run. The time spent by722

the farm in the tasks’ queue is the next factor.723

Because we don’t know the number of farms which will be processed before724

the respectively farm, we can’t calculate or estimate this factor. The connection725

to the remote database and its response time represent another factor. Finally,726

the processing of each line and the sending time of the notification represent727

the last factor.728

We are going to simplify the equation supposing that the factors that cannot729

be measured or estimated have the 0 value. In measurements, we consider that730

the farm’s database is on the same system with the platform. In this way, we731

eliminate the possible latency which can appear because of the network.732

In Table 2 we can see the execution time of the gathering data algorithm.733

We chose to measure the time during step two and step three together because734

we assumed that in step two will not be sent any notification to the user. Thus,735

the data processing time is negligible and we decided to measure it together736

with step three.737

As we can notice, in measurements, we used to vary two parameters. The738

first parameter is represented by the number of new measurements identified739

in greenhouse’s database from the last execution of the algorithm. By varying740

this parameter, we can analyze how the algorithm can manage large amount of741
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Table 2: Gathering data algorithm - time performance.
Number of measurements received per
sensor and the number of sensors

Step1 duration
(ms)

Step2 + Step3
duration (ms)

Total
time (ms)

100 with 1 sensor 100 5300 5400
100 with 3 sensor 115 6100 6215
100 with 7 sensor 98 7300 7398
300 with 1 sensor 115 16500 16615
300 with 3 sensors 102 18400 18502
300 with 7 sensors 120 21300 21420
500 with 1 sensors 118 28600 28718
500 with 3 sensors 112 29700 29812
500 with 7 sensors 131 32400 32531
1000 with 1 sensor 122 45200 45322
1000 with 3 sensors 121 48300 48421
1000 with 7 sensors 110 50400 50510

data. We did these measurements only to test the performance of the algorithm742

because, in production, it will run quite often so the amount of new data will743

be quite small.744

The second parameter is represented by the number of sensors related to745

current farm. Varying this parameter helps us to understand how the “entity-746

attribute-value” model used to store the data received from sensors can influence747

the execution time of the algorithm.748

First, we analyze the results by varying the second parameter. As we can749

see, the step one duration is not influenced by the variation of the number of750

sensors. This is normal because the table from the remote database contains751

one column for each sensor and thus no matter how many sensors the farm has,752

a measurement will mean a single line in this table. So, the number of lines753

received from the database does not depend on the number of sensors but the754

number of new measurements. As we can see, there is a huge di↵erence between755

the duration of the first step and the duration of the second and third step. This756

can be explained by the fact that in the first step we read data from a remote757

database and in the third step we must save this data in the local database which758

consume more time. The time di↵erences in step two and step three observed759

by varying the number of sensors are caused by local database structure. As760

we know from the previous section, “entity-attribute-model” implies additional761

inserts to save the value of each sensor. So, if we have 100 new measurements762

with 7 sensors, we should insert 100 lines in the main table (“remote data”) and763

100 * 7 lines in the value table (“remote data value”). Comparing with the 100764

new measurements for one sensor case, we have to insert 600 more values in the765

value table. As we can see, the time di↵erence is not as big as we would expect766

from theoretical analysis.767

Secondly, we will analyze the result by varying the second parameter. As we768

can see, the necessary time to execute the first step is almost constant which769

shows that the remote database selects data from the table very quickly. If770

we will try to read a larger volume of data, the execution time will certainly771
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increase. As we can see, in the second and third step, the time required to772

process and save the data increases linearly. We can estimate that the saving of773

100 measurements regardless of the number of sensors lasts about six seconds.774

In the next time, we will analyze the speed of processing data received from775

the remote databases. Just before, we analyzed the execution time of steps776

one and three and now, we will analyze only the second step. An important777

parameter that directly influences the duration of the data processing is the778

number of notifications needed to be sent to the user. In order to observe how779

this parameter influences the processing time, we will consider a fixed number780

of measurements in tests.781

As we can see in Figure 8, we measured the execution time of the second782

step by varying two parameters: the number of new measurements received from783

the remote database and the percentage of measurements for which notification784

was sent. First of all, we decided to vary percentage of measurements for which785

notification was sent because this can show us how the sending of notifications786

influence the data processing. The dependence between the execution time and787

the percentage of notifications sent is not linear (while the execution time grows788

by 4 times, the amount of notifications sent grows by 5 times). Secondly, we789

decided to vary the number of measurements received from the remote database790

because this can show us how execution time evolves depending on the number of791

measurements. The execution time increases linearly, depending on the number792

of measurements to be processed.793

Figure 8: Processing step – performance analysis.

In conclusion, the longest period is used to save data in the local database,794

data processing time depends linearly on their amount and the fastest task is795

represented by the retrieving of data from the remote database.796

In order to improve the performance of the services o↵ered by the platform797

we could move it into the Cloud. Cloud providers o↵er a wide range of options798

to transfer data into (or out of) cloud platform through simple and reliable799

APIs. For instance, AWS Direct Connect provides consistently high bandwidth800
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and low latencies for transferring large amounts of data to AWS using a dedi-801

cated network connection. Also, the cloud storage service has a CDN (content802

distribution network) close to the network edge that improve the latency.803

The platform is scalable and can support unlimited number of farms if we804

move it into the Cloud. Regarding data distribution and collection over multiple805

farms, the system is designed to collect data from a large geographical area (e.g.806

surface of Romania).807

In the case when connectivity with the monitoring service is lost the user808

is informed about the current state of connection with platform services. The809

monitored data is stored locally until the network connection is restored.810

5.2. Calculation of tendencies811

As we mentioned in previous sections, tendencies calculation represents a812

critical area within the application because the loading time of the view farm813

page depends on the rapidity with which these tendencies are calculated.814

As we can see in Figure 9, the time necessary to calculate tendencies for 1 to815

7 sensors is between 100 and 500 milliseconds. This time is decent and cannot816

influence the user experience in a visible way. We can say that user will be817

a↵ected only if he has more than 30 sensors on the farm. We can notice that818

the dependence between the time and the number of sensors is linear.819

Figure 9: Tendencies calculation – performance analysis.

6. Conclusion and future work820

In this paper we have presented a platform which will o↵er to the farmers821

a place where they will can manage their smart farms in an e�cient manner,822

but a place where they can interact with another farmers. In the first time, we823

have proposed a software architecture based on two independent applications,824

frontend application and backend application, this two communicating by REST825

services or by web sockets. This architecture, used technologies as well as the826

implementation o↵ers to users a pleased experience on any device with very low827

response time. So, we achieved an important objective of the project.828
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Forwards, we have been described a part of platform’s services: internal829

notification service, forum service, groups service, store service and tendencies830

and correlations service. We have been highlighted each operating mode, input831

and output, integration with external services and critical cases that can occur.832

In addition, we have been described the database and the tables used in ser-833

vices’ implementation. Implementation details have been brought a clear vision834

around how services were created. In the same time, we have been described835

the data gathering algorithm from farm, realized in 3 steps, gather, process and836

save in the local database. Finally, we have presented some performance criteria837

about the data gathering from farms. We have been analyzed the time of each838

step and we have been measured the time of data processing according to the839

number of notifications which must be sent to users in case of a problem. In840

the same time, we have been analyzed the time of tendencies calculation, this841

time directly influencing the loading time of view farm page.842

In the future implementations, we intend to integrate the platform with an843

external service which sends SMS. This feature would be very useful for sending844

critical notifications by SMS, too. In this way, the user will be informed by the845

occurrence of an error, directly on the phone, not being necessary to access the846

platform or the email account. Inside the project, we have intended to integrate847

such a service, but we have found a few solutions and these o↵ered only paid848

services.849

Another feature which we intend to implement is represented by creating an850

Application Programming Interface (API) through which users that have not851

the correct structure of database will can send data directly in the platform.852

These data must be sent into a standard structure and in the application, these853

will be processed in the same manner of actual implementation. This feature854

is important because it comes to help users which cannot a↵ord to modify the855

database structure of the farm as well as the functionality. A script which856

regularly sends data to platform is easier to implement than to change the857

database structure.858

In the future, we intend to develop a mobile application for the platform.859

Even if the platform, in the actual state, is responsive and it look fine on all mo-860

bile devices, a native application would help the farmers by sending notifications861

directly to mobile, not inside of the platform. Finally, we want to analyze each862

implemented service and we want to identify where we can bring new features863

for a better experience for the users.864

By this platform, we have tried to create an environment where farmers can865

e�ciently manage their farms and, simultaneously, help farmers to interact, the866

main purpose being to help the production to increase. As use case for deploying867

the platform in real-world environment, it can be o↵ered as a package for a farm868

together with the monitoring system situated at farm site.869

Future research also include integrating forensic principles in the design870

of the platform, an approach coined as forensic-by-design by Ab Rahman et871

al. [30], [31]. Grispos, Glisson and Choo also emphasize the importance of hav-872

ing a forensic-drive approach when ensuring the security and resiliency of cyber873

physical systems [32].874
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